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Five big challenges in publishing: 

1. Access to read

2. Access to publish

3. Profit

4. Transparency

5. Reputation

► These challenges affect readers/consumers, authors, reviewers, editors, and entire 

academic communities as well as publishers, libraries, and institutions.

► Experiences from the Diamond OA journals Personality Science and Meta-Psychology

will touch upon those challenges.

► We formulate some (but not the only) possible solutions to these challenges at the end.

Challenges
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Big and well-known publishing corporations:

● Most papers behind a paywall

● Papers can be made open access but there are charges

● Copyright of final article may belong to the publisher

● Intransparent workflows (especially regarding peer-review and editorial processes)

● Profit-oriented

● Some libraries may not subscribe to the publisher or journal because of costs

Smaller or not so well-known publishing companies:

● APCs (article processing charges) necessary to “survive”

● Difficulties with indexing and getting a journal impact factor (JIF)

● Perceptions of less value or prestige

● Sometimes unclear boundaries to predatory publishers/journals

Compounding these issues:

► Academic incentive system: “publish or perish”                                                                              

(publications crucial to careers, promotions, funding, reputation, prestige, etc.)

► High demand for publications

► Publishers have considerable power: control access to publications and can charge

Some (but not all) problems in the current publishing system
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Three case examples of

problematic practices:

► Nature

► MDPI

► Taylor & Francis
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https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-020-03324-y
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https://paolocrosetto.wordpress.com/2021/04/12/is-mdpi-a-predatory-publisher/Positive characteristics:

● Hosts several well respected journals                                                                                     

(also indexed in WoS and with high JIF)

● Open-access

● Professional workflows, good experiences

● Several high-quality papers published

● Imposition of fast turn-around times 

(submission → 1st decison:  20 days) 

(submission → acceptance:  35 days)

● Many guest editors (diversity)

BUT also “predatory” characteristics:

● Aggressive email spamming

● A LOT of special issues

● Imposition of fast turn-around times

(quality?)

● Many guest editors (partially not trained)

► Sustainability of this system?

► Quality of papers?

► Reputation of journals? 
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https://taylorandfrancis.com/partnership/commercial/accelerated-publication/

Note: Some part of the payments go to the reviewers 

who provide their expedited assessments.
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Some background

Laws of almost everything (including publishing):

► All resources are finite.

Resources:

o Time

o Personnel 

o Energy

o Money

o Etc.

► Everything costs something.

► Somebody always pays.

► BUT: You can shift around resources, costs, and payments to some degree.

This creates the opportunity (and necessity) to:

● Distribute resources fairly

● Try to be as economical as possible

● Constantly monitor fairness (incl. diversity and inclusion) and economy
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Experiences with ZPID (publisher) and Personality Science (journal)

● Publishes primary research in the field of psychology

● Operated by the Leibniz Institute for Psychology (ZPID: https://leibniz-psychology.org/)

● Part of ZPID's open access publishing platform PsychOpen

● Funds: government / public

● Currently 11+ journal and more to come soon                                                                                  

(see also calls to start new journal or migrate an existing one)

● Common PsychOpen gold standards and policies (https://www.psychopen.eu/standards-policies/) 

for all journals

● Each journal needs to adhere to TOP guidelines (https://www.cos.io/initiatives/top-guidelines) 
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Experiences with ZPID (publisher) and Personality Science (journal)

● Owned by the European Association of Personality Psychology (EAPP: https://eapp.org) 

● Diamond OA: neither authors nor readers pay 

● Articles and supplements published under a CC-BY 4.0 license (authors retain ownership of their work)

● Supplements:

o Uploaded by journal staff to the open and secure PsychArchives repository (https://www.psycharchives.org/) 

o Linked to in the paper, are permanently available, receive DOIs, are enriched with meta-data, and have 

passed quality-control standards to be FAIR (findable, accessible, interoperable, reusable)

● Promotes open, transparent, reproducible, and rigorous research

o Clear journal guidelines (https://ps.psychopen.eu/index.php/ps/open-science) 

o Upon submission, authors need to fill out extensive article information form

o Editors check to what extent TOP guidelines are adhered to

o Reviewers are asked to consider open science practices and supplements

● Registered Reports:

o Stage 1 proposals with in-principle acceptances (after review) possible

o Coming soon (https://prereg-psych.org/index.php/rrp/lab-track):       

Cost-free data collection by ZPID for some Registered Reports (“You submit, we collect”)

PERSONALITY

Science

https://ps.psychopen.eu/index.php/ps
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Experiences with ZPID (publisher) and Personality Science (journal)

Consequences of no APCs and no subscriptions-generated revenue:

● Journal does not make any direct or indirect money

● Page limits (in an online journal)

● Reliance on funding

● Reliance on available community resources (e.g., motivation, time, effort, etc.)

► The journal makes no profit. How is this sustainable?

Financial resources:

● ZPID: public funding (professional publisher operations, infrastructure, marketing, etc.)

● EAPP: investments (payment of a specific editorial management system, symbolic “compensation” of 

editors and consultant members, marketing, etc.)

→ Both invest continually into the journal without any money streaming back

Where does the EAPP get their money from?

o Membership dues

o European Journal of Personality subscriptions shares from SAGE

→ EAPP reinvests its money into worthwhile causes (e.g., like a diamond OA journal) 

Community: Most important “resource”

Readers, authors, reviewers, editors – everyone has to “pitch in” and support the journal
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